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Dear Students

My New Year greetings to you all!

This is last communication from me as the President of the Institute and I will be demitting the office on 18 th

of this month. During the past eleven and odd months, I met many of the students across the country and
they have shared their perceptions, aspirations and expectations. We consider students as the future of
hope for the Institute. Keeping this in mind, we are all conscious of our role and responsibility in shaping up
students career through various academic inputs, skills upgradation programmes, adequate infrastructure
facilities in the form of library and technology as well as training facilities.

Any kind of learning requires disciplined and systematic approach.  However in the case of professional
courses like ours this approach rather is very much   essential.  A professional has to perform his duty and
therefore, it is necessary for him to inculcate the traits of excellence from the student stage itself.   Effective
time management, self-discipline, concentration, dedicated efforts are all considered to be important. The
study materials of the Institute have been prepared after considerable amount of research and the students
are expected to use the same in the prescribed manner so as to derive maximum benefit.  When you are
studying a particular chapter in the study material, look at the headings, sub-heading, topic sentences, bold
faced and italicized letters, summary and review questions at the end.  After finishing reading a chapter- put
the book aside and ask yourself – Have you understood what you have read? How the concepts and ideas
have been discussed? How the examples have been cited to support the concepts? What are the key
technical words used in the chapter? Whether you could answer the review questions confidently?  Whether
you would be in a position to explain cogently what you have read? As the mode of examination for
Foundation Programme is computer based, you should endeavour developing better understanding of the
concepts and fundamentals. Nevertheless, working hard in a systematic manner ensures success.

My best wishes to you!

CS R. Sridharan
President
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Manufacturing Sector : Fulcrum to Foster Economic Development*

Prelude

Since the occurrence of economic turmoil in 2008, much of public discussions has stressed upon, after decades of
silence, on development economics, i.e., how to sustain growth, create lasting jobs, generate incomes and enable the
accumulation of wealth, thus exterminating the blight of poverty and preventing social polarization and fragmentation. The
growing number of unemployed people in industrialized economies, the rising vocal demands from voters in emerging
economies and the discussion towards a new international agenda for development, all point in the same direction-at the
central role that productive activities and employment have in the life of individuals and countries.

Yet, despite a valid wish for the opposite, job opportunities cannot be created merely with the help of a magical wand.
They crop up out of economic development, from active participation of private entrepreneurs and government by
providing steam to new businesses and economic activities. Sustained job creates demand structural change, or the ability
of an economy to continuously create new fast-growing activities characterized by higher value addition and productivity
and increasing returns to scale.

The Quintessence of Growth

Right from the onset of industrial revolution, manufacturing has been at the soul of structural change, constantly
creating higher levels of output and employment, and resulting into an unparalleled growth in incomes. The increasing
income resulted into higher demand for manufactured goods and a relative fall in spending on agricultural products. With
the rise in productivity, the prices of manufactures moved southwards at an astounding pace in relation to the prices of
other goods and services, thereby, resulting into higher demand. Accompanying these changes were major shifts in the
workforce and population from agriculture and rural areas, initially into manufacturing and to urban areas, and later into
services. This phenomenon has repeated itself across the world, wherever countries have accomplished a mature stage of
economic and social development.

For developing countries aiming to maintain growth while sustaining job creation, manufacturing provides an oppor-
tunity not only rebalance the economy towards higher value-added sectors but also to provide a relatively broad employ-
ment base with higher labour productivity.

UNIDO’s Industrial Development Report, 2013 gives a vivid picture on the job scenario across the globe. Manufactur-
ing remains a key employer, accounting for approximately 470 million jobs globally in 2009 or nearly 16 percent of the
globe’s human capital of 2.9 billion.

The ensuing points bring to the fore, the paramount significance of manufacturing sector:

1) Manufacturing provides the trajectory to development : It has been the planned achievement of wealthy nations
over the last several hundred years to create a high-quality manufacturing sector in order to develop national
wealth and power, as Erik Reinert mentioned in his book, “How Rich Countries Got Rich... and Why Poor
Countries Stay Poor.” From the ascending of England in the 19th century, to the rise of the US, Germany, Japan
and the USSR (now Russia) in the 20th century, to the newly industrializing countries such as Korea, Taiwan, and
now China, manufacturing has played a pivotal role in enhancing prosperity.

2) Manufacturing is the basis of global “Great Power”: The most powerful nations in the world are those that enjoy
the global production of manufacturing technology. In other words, it is just not enough to own factories and
manufacture more goods, rather what is more important is to know how to manufacture the machinery that
produce goods. The key to power, then, is to make the “means of production.”

As the machinery industries develop, a nation’s journey towards becoming a super power no more remains a
myth. A research study conducted by Jon Rynn revels that nearly 80% of the global production of factory

* Akinchan Buddhodev Sinha, Assistant Director, ICSI-CCGRT.

The views expressed are personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the Institute.
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machines has been controlled by the “Great Powers”. Until the 1950s, the US had manufactured nearly 50%, and
now China has taken the lead.

3) Manufacturing triggers economic growth : The growth of manufacturing machinery production, and technological
advancements in that machinery, are the key factors of economic growth. Lack of machinery industries implies
absence of sustained long-term economic growth. Taking the case of internet explosion, iPhones, and the like,
which became possible due to a small subset of production machinery called semiconductor-making equipment
(manufactured by SMEs), which itself is dependent on other kinds of production machinery, like the machine tools
that grind the lenses they use or the alloys of metal the metal-making industries output. These technologies
reproduce themselves, as when an SME (small and medium enterprise) manufactures the semiconductors that
then go to make more SMEs, or when a machine tool manufactures the metal components that not merely go
into other pieces of machinery, like cars, but are used to manufacture yet more machine tools. The technological
and productive potential of machine tools and SMEs influence other as well, resulting into explosive economic
growth of past two hundred years.

4) Impetus to Global Trade : A country cannot trade services for most of its goods. As per WTO, 80% of global trade
among regions is merchandize trade, that is, just 20% of world trade is in services. This closely matches the trade
percentage that even the US, purportedly becoming “post-industrial”, attains. Assuming that an economy only pro-
duce services, then it will remain poor, because it could not trade for goods; its currency would be worth very low.

5) Services banks upon manufactured goods : Services are majorly the act of utilizing manufactured goods. One
cannot export the experience of using something. Retail and wholesale, which contributes substantially to the
GDP of an economy, are the act of buying and selling manufactured goods. The same holds true for real estate,
which is the act of buying and selling a “real” or physical asset, a building. Even health involves the act of using
medical equipment and drugs.

Finance entails the redirection of surplus resources that the nonfinancial sector of the economy produces, which
means that indirectly, even finance is dependent on manufacturing. The cycle of rise and decline usually runs like this:
some clever society figures out how to take advantage of the current technologies of production, thus generating huge
surpluses, which the financial forces, the very wealthy, or the military then appropriate for their own wealth and power;
they kill the goose that is laying the golden eggs. To sum up: the health of the economy is critically dependent on the
health of the manufacturing sector.

Manufacturing- The Indian Saga

India’s growing economy has created ample opportunities for domestic entrepreneurs and multinational corporations.
The Government of India has understood the importance of the manufacturing industry to the country’s industrial develop-
ment and has initiated requisite measures to enhance investment in this sector.  According to a report by Mckinsey and
Company, India’s manufacturing sector could reach US$1 trillion by 2025. There is potential for the sector to account for 25-
30 percent of the country’s GDP and generate employment to the tune of 90 million by 2025. Several foreign players have
decided to invest in the country in the recent past due to low cost of setting up of plants and available manpower. For
instance, Toshiba Group has planned to make India the design, manufacturing and export hub for its lighting business, and
multiply the local headcount to design lights for planned smart cities airports, stadiums, highways, warehouses and factories,
said Mr Yoichi Lbi, President & CEO, Toshiba Lighting & Technology Corporation.

Business conditions in the Indian manufacturing sector continued to improve in October, 2014 stoked by accelerated
growth of output and new orders according to the HSBC India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) data.
According to the PMI, manufacturing operating conditions in India rebounded from 51 in September 2014 to 51.6 in
October 2014. Electronics goods production in India is expected to touch US$ 104 billion by 2020. The country’s electronics
market is anticipated to grow to US$ 400 billion by 2020 and expand at a CAGR of 24.4 per cent during the period 2012-
2020. The domestic market size of the chemical industry is around US$ 118 billion and it is approximately 3 per cent of the
global chemical market, according to a report by Tata Strategic Management Group. It is highly diversified with more than
80,000 chemicals and currently accounts for 15 per cent of manufacturing GDP which makes it very crucial for the economic
development of the country.
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India has become one of the most attractive destinations for investments in the manufacturing sector. Some of the
major investments and developments in this sector in the recent past are:

— Hero MotoCorp has planned to invest Rs 5,000 crore (US$ 785.79 million) in five manufacturing facilities across
India, Colombia and Bangladesh, to increase its annual production capacity to 12 million units by 2020.

— Kalyan Jewellers has raised around Rs 1,200 crore (US$ 188.59 million) from Warburg Pincus in one of the largest
private equity (PE) deals in the jewellery manufacturing segment in India.

— A consortium of Chinese automobile companies has planned to make Gujarat’s Sanand an electrical vehicle (EV)
manufacturing hub. The consortium consisting of seven companies plans to set up the EV park at an estimated
investment of US$ 100 million.

— Gulf Oil Lubricants India has entered into a partnership with Mahindra & Mahindra. Gulf Oil will now manufacture
and supply Mahindra Genuine Oil under the brand name Mahindra M-Star Super.

— Asian Paints has planned to invest Rs 2,400 crore (US$ 377.14 million) to set up a manufacturing unit in Nanjangud
in Mysore district, Karnataka. The 175 acre project has been cleared by the State High Level Clearance Committee
(SHLCC).

— Pidilite Industries Ltd has approved the acquisition of adhesive business of Blue Coat Pvt Ltd for a cash consideration
of Rs 263.57 crore (US$ 41.41 million). Blue Coat is a manufacturer of industrial adhesives and textile printing
chemicals

— Minda Industries Ltd has announced a joint venture (JV) with Panasonic Corp to manufacture lead acid batteries.
The manufacturing plant of the JV will be based in Uttarakhand.

— Honeywell Aerospace has signed a licensing agreement with Tata Power Co Ltd’s strategic engineering division
(SED), enabling it to produce Honeywell’s Tactical Advanced Land Inertial Navigator (TALIN) in India.

— Danfoss India, a major player in climate and energy space, inaugurated its new manufacturing, research and
development (R&D) and administrative campus, built with an investment of Rs 500 crore (US$ 78.57 million), in
Oragadam, Chennai, on November 5, 2014. The plant also includes a solar power plant which will generate 1 MW
of electricity, sufficient to power 10 per cent of electricity requirements of the campus. Danfoss India, a part of
Danish company Danfoss Group, stated that it is taking forward the national appeal to ‘Make in India’, through its
focus on local manufacturing and R&D in the new campus. As part of this strategy, the company is planning to
make India a manufacturing cum export hub for its regional subsidiaries and source products from local suppliers,
thereby creating ancillary jobs.

Way Forward

As economic reforms are receiving momentum, India’s growth is likely to go up towards its high long-run potential.
Measures like national Goods and Services Tax (GST), ushered by a dismantling of inter-state check posts, can be transfor-
mational and substantially improve the domestic and international competitiveness of Indian manufacturing organizations,
according to the latest India Development Update of the World Bank.

As per its estimates, merely halving the delays on account of road blockades, tolls and other hurdles could bring down
freight by nearly 20-30% and logistics cost by an even higher 30-40%. This alone can go a long way in strengthening the
competitiveness of India’s key manufacturing sectors by 3 to 4 % of net sales, thereby assisting India return to a high
growth curve and enabling job creation in a big way. Highlighting some of the important trends in the Indian economy, the
Update revealed growth has rebounded substantially due to a robust industrial recovery. Capital flows are back, indicating
rising investor confidence as inflation has been moderate to 4.3% in the current fiscal, from 6% in the previous year while
the FY2014 current account deficit of 1.7% is expected to yawn slightly to 2% as import demand goes up and capital
inflows rise. Fiscal consolidation is expected to continue through expenditure moderation, although there is room for
revenue generation to strengthen.
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Manufacturing holds the key in initiating the needed metamorphosis. Contribution of manufacturing in India’s GDP is
around 16%, which has remained largely unchanged in the previous two decades and is relatively low compared to the
20% plus share in countries such as Brazil, China, Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia, even after controlling for differences in
per capita incomes. Supply chain delays and uncertainty are important, yet underappreciated, bottlenecks to manufactur-
ing growth and competitiveness. Regulatory hurdles to the movement of goods across state borders increase truck transit
times by as much as one quarter, and put Indian manufacturing organizations at a big disadvantage with international
competitors.

The manufacturing sector is an enticing hub for foreign investments. Numerous mobile phones, luxury and automobile
brands, among others, have established or are eager to set up their manufacturing bases in the country. In accordance with
the Government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative, the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has provided a major
boost to the manufacturing sector by approving 33 applications. Clearance of these 33 applications and the deregulation of
Defence product List excluding a large number of components from purview of industrial licensing will provide a major
impetus to advanced manufacturing in Defence sector.

Thus, if the policies or plans in pipeline aimed at triggering growth of Indian manufacturing sector sees the light of the
day, it can be said without an iota of doubt that India’s economic growth will receive acceleration, thereby, addressing the
issue of unemployment, poverty and negative balance of payments. As growth in manufacturing sector results into employ-
ment of large scale work force of all sorts, i.e. skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled. Further, producing goods at competitive
prices will give an edge to India in foreign markets, which in turn, will enhance our visibility and earnings, as well as solving
the issue of negative balance of payments. As mentioned above, all these can be attainable only, if necessary regulatory
changes are effected on timely basis.
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E-Commerce: An emerging trend in today’s economy*

Electronic commerce or E-Commerce refers to all forms of business transactions which are carried out through electronic
processing and transmission of data including text, sound and visual images rather than by physical exchanges or direct
physical contact. E-commerce makes use of electronic communications and digital information processing technology in
business transactions to create, transform, and redefine relationships for value creation between or among organizations,
and between organizations and individuals.

The e-commerce market is experiencing rapid growth and change, with social media usage, improvement in mobile
technology and the evolving consumer driving innovation. The e-commerce is one of the biggest things that have taken
the business in new form. It is creating an entire new economy to the society, which has huge resources to change the
way of business activities. E-commerce is raising incomes and leading to a greater variety of goods and services that can be
bought and sold through the internet. It has induced consumers to buy goods and services online which are more
attractive and convenient for them.

The last few years have witnessed a technological revolution accompanied by the widespread use of the Internet, web
technologies and their applications. E-commerce as part of the information technology revolution became widely used for
trading. As a symbol of globalization, e-commerce represents the cutting edge of success in this digital age and it has
changed the way business is conducted around the world. Consequently, Internet growth has led to new developments,
such as decreased margins for companies as consumers turn more and more to the internet to buy goods and demand the
best prices. Internet has become an effective instrument in changing the ways of business activities.

E-commerce involves a number of business activities like e-funds transfer, supply chain management, e-marketing,
automated inventory management systems, and automated data collection systems. It uses electronic communications
technology such as the internet, extranets, e-mail, e-books and mobile phones. E-commerce in India is still in nascent
stage but it offers extensive opportunity. Highly intense urban areas with very high literacy rates, an enormous rural
population with fast increasing literacy rate, a rapidly growing internet user base, technology advancement and adoption
and such other factors make India a dream destination for e-commerce players. E-commerce in India is becoming very
popular with many private players entering in the market. Mobile Commerce is also growing rapidly and proving to be a
stable and secure supplement to e-commerce due to the high growth in mobile user base in India, in the recent years.

Difference between e-commerce and e-business

Many times we use e-commerce and e-business interchangeably, but they are distinct concepts. In e-commerce,
information and communications technology (ICT) is used in business-to-business or inter-organizational transactions and
in business-to-consumer transactions (transactions between firms/organizations and consumers).

In e-business, on the other hand, ICT is used to enhance the business. It includes any process that a business
organization (either a for-profit, governmental or non-profit entity) conducts over a computer-mediated network. Therefore
e-business means the transformation of an organization’s processes to deliver additional customer value through the
application of technologies, philosophies and computing paradigm of the new economy.

Factors helpful in the growth of e-commerce

1. Economic forces

One of the most evident benefits of e-commerce is economic efficiency resulting from the reduction in communication
costs, low-cost technological infrastructure, speedier and more economic electronic transactions with suppliers, lower
global information sharing and advertising costs, and cheaper customer service alternatives.

* Akansha Rawat, Assistant Education Officer.

The views expressed are personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the Institute.
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2. Market forces

Corporations are encouraged to use e-commerce in marketing and promotion to capture international markets, both
big and small. The Internet is used as a medium for enhanced customer service and support. It is a lot easier for companies
to provide their target consumers with more detailed product and service information using the Internet.

3. Technology forces

The development of ICT is a key factor in the growth of e-commerce. For instance, technological advances in
digitizing content, compression and the promotion of open systems technology have paved the way for the convergence
of communication services into one single platform. This in turn has made communication more efficient, faster, easier,
and more economical as the need to set up separate networks for telephone services, television broadcast, cable television,
and Internet access is eliminated. From the point of firms/businesses and consumers, having only one information provider
means lower communications costs.

Types of E-commerce

E-commerce is classified into following categories:

1. Business-to- Business (B2B)

2. Business-to-Consumer (B2C)

3. Consumer-to-Business (C2B)

4. Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C)

1. Business-to-Business e-commerce

Business-to-Business (B2B) e-commerce is defined as e-commerce between companies. This is the type of e-commerce
that deals with relationships between and among businesses. Most B2B applications are in the areas of supplier management
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(especially purchase order processing), inventory management (i.e., managing order-ship-bill cycles), distribution
management (especially in the transmission of shipping documents), channel management (i.e., information dissemination
on changes in operational conditions), and payment management (e.g., electronic payment systems or EPS)

2. Business-to-Consumer e-commerce

Business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce, or commerce between companies and consumers, involves customers
gathering information; purchasing physical goods (i.e., tangibles such as books or consumer products) or information goods
(or goods of electronic material or digitized content, such as software, or e-books) and, for information goods, receiving
products over an electronic network. B2C e-commerce reduces transactions costs (particularly search costs) by increasing
consumer access to information and allowing consumers to find the most competitive price for a product or service. B2C
e-commerce also reduces market entry barriers since the cost of putting up and maintaining a Web site is much cheaper
than installing a “brick-and-mortar” structure for a firm. In the case of information goods, B2C e-commerce is even more
attractive because it saves firms from factoring in the additional cost of a physical distribution network.

3. Consumer-to-Business e-commerce

Consumer-to-Business (C2B) is a business model in which consumers create value and businesses consume that
value. It is a reverse auction or demand collection model, which enables buyers to demand their own price, which is often
binding, for a specific good or service. 

For example, when a consumer writes reviews or when a consumer gives a useful idea for new product development
then that consumer is creating value for the business if the business adopts the input.

4. Consumer-to-Consumer e-commerce

Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) e-commerce is commerce between private individuals or consumers. This type of e-
commerce is characterized by the growth of electronic marketplaces and online auctions, particularly in vertical industries
where firms/businesses can bid for what they want from among multiple suppliers.

Advantages of E-commerce

There is a rising awareness among the business communities about the opportunities offered by e-commerce. E-
commerce provides a new venue for connecting with consumers and conducting transactions via global trade, virtual
businesses, lower search costs and increased power of downstream players .Other benefits of e commerce are as follows:

— Easy reach to a fast growing online community

— Unlimited shelf place for products and services

— Helps to reach national and global markets at low operating costs.

— Collection of customer data

— Build customer loyalty

— Reduction of marketing and advertising cost

— Quick delivery

— Wider choice for consumers

Disadvantages of E-commerce

Inspite of various advantages of e-commerce there are some disadvantages also associated with e-commerce. They
are:

— High start-up costs

— Cyber crime in e-Commerce

— Lack of personal touch
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— Security

— Shipping and handling delays

— Returns

Conclusion

In today’s world, businesses must always strive to create the best thing that consumers want because consumers
continue to desire their products, services etc. to continuously be better, faster, and cheaper.  In this world of changing
technology, businesses need to accommodate to the new types of consumer needs and trends because it will prove to be
vital to their business’ success and survival.  E-commerce is continuously progressing and is becoming more and more
important to businesses as technology continues to advance and is something that should be taken advantage of and
implemented.

From the inception of the Internet and e-commerce, the possibilities have become endless for both businesses and
consumers.  E-commerce has lead to creation of more opportunities for profit and advancements for businesses, while
creating more options for consumers.  However, just like anything else, e-commerce has its own disadvantages including
consumer uncertainties, but nothing that cannot be resolved or avoided by good decision-making and business practices.

There are several factors and variables that need to be considered and decided upon when to start an e-commerce
business.  Some of these include: types of e-commerce, marketing strategies etc.  If the correct methods and practices
are followed, business will prosper in an e-commerce setting with much success and profitability.
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Student Services

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE
CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

The Institute has initiated various steps to provide instantaneous services to its stakeholders by the use of technology.
More and more services are being added in this march for automation.  The study material is now fully available to one and
all through the online portal.  Some of services and their uses which are  important for awareness is listed :

CALL CENTRE

The Institute has established a dedicated call centre with Phone No. 011-33132333.  The Call Centre provides for
Interactive Voice Response as well as a Ticketing Mechanism.

eBOOKS

Students have now been provided various options for study material.  In addition to softcopy of the study material, eBooks
have also been developed.  All such eBooks shall be displayed when the website of the Institute www.icsi.edu is viewed
only through mobile device.  These eBooks can be freely downloaded on the mobile device for reading.  Appropriate
reader for these epub file may be downloaded from respective online stores.  For example for android mobile platform,
the online store play.google.com may be used.   There are many readers available on the android platform and many of
them have got enhanced capability of speech and search.  One such reader on the android platform is Cool Reader.  All
the epub files can be downloaded and opened through such eBook readers.

VALIDITY OF CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME ADMISSION

The Institute has stipulated 03 years period for the validity of Foundation Programme admission. Accordingly, all those
students who have registered up to November 2011 may please note that their admission to the Foundation Programme
stands cancelled on expiry of three years period.

Those of you, who have not so far passed the Foundation Examination and are not graduate, may seek fresh admission
online at institute’s website www.icsi.edu  together with the Foundation Programme admission fee of Rs. 4500/-.

REGISTRATION FOR CS EXECUTIVE PROGRAMME

The students who have passed the Foundation Program examination held in December 2013 and registered in Executive
Program up to and including 28th February 2014 would be eligible to appear in both modules of the Executive Program to
be held in December 2014 and students who have taken registration in Executive Program between 1st March 2014 to
31st May 2014 will be eligible to write only one module in December 2014 examination of the Executive Programme.

Students can register online at institute’s website www.icsi.edu The fee for seeking registration for Executive Programme
is Rs. 8500/- which can be paid online either through credit/debit card/net banking/bank challan. Students who do not
want to opt for study material need to remit Rs. 7000/- only towards registration fees.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS/CREATION OF PASSWORD

Students are advised to update their addresses instantly through online services option at www.icsi.edu. Their Registration
Number shall be their user Id itself.  The students can also reset their password anytime(The new password will be
displayed on the screen).The process is given below.

1) Visit  Institute’s website www.icsi.edu

2) Click on ON-LINE SERVICES (top right side of your screen)

3) Click on Student Login

4) Type your registration number in Username

5) Click on Reset password (students only)

6) Enter your all details (i.e. Your Programme, Registration Number, Gender, DOB, Pin Code etc.)

7) Click on Proceed.
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Student Services

8) Enter your correct e-mail id & mobile number

9) Click on Reset Password and Get the password on screen.

UPDATION OF E-MAIL ADDRESS/ MOBILE NUMBER

Students are advised to update their E-Mail Id and Mobile Numbers timely so that important communications are not
missed as the same are sent through bulk mail/SMS nowadays. Students may update their E-mail Id/ Mobile Number
instantly after logging into their account at www.icsi.edu at request option.

STUDENT IDENTITY CARD

Identity Card can be downloaded after logging into the Student Portal at www.icsi.edu. After downloading the Identity
card, students are compulsorily required to get it attested by any of the following authorities with his/her seal carrying
name, professional membership No., designation and complete official address:

1. Member of the Institute, with ACS/FCS No.

2. Gazetted Officer of the Central or State Government.

3. Manager of a Nationalised Bank.

4. Principal of a recognized School/College.

5. Officer of ICSI

Unattested Identity Cards are not valid and the students are advised to carry duly attested Identity Card for various services
during their visits to the offices of the Institute, Examination Centres, etc.

VERIFICATION OF PARTICULARS IN THE STUDENT ACCOUNT

Students are advised to invariably check the particulars in their online Account and point out discrepancies, if any, in name,
photograph, signature, paper-wise exemption status, validity of registration, other particulars, etc. to avoid mismatches in
Identity Card, Admit Card, Attendance Sheet, etc. which may create complications at the time of  appearing in the
examinations, declaration of results, issue of mark sheets,  etc. .

All the students are further advised to maintain uniformity in their signatures on student’s identity card, enrollment
application and attendance sheet provided in the examination hall at the time of writing examinations.

Students enrolled for Computer Based Foundation Programme Examinations  in December, 2014 Session may go through
the important instructions to examinees uploaded on the website of the Institute  www.icsi.edu at “for students” option
at home page.

REGULARISATION OF FOUNDATION PROGRAMME ADMISSION

Candidates provisionally admitted to the Foundation Programme are advised to upload the scanned copies of their
Senior Secondary Marksheet/Pass Certificates for regularising their admission at their online account at www.icsi.edu.
They are required to login at their account to upload the desired marks sheet/certificate at manage account option.
Subsequently they are required to go to certificate details tab option to upload the 12th Pass marksheet/certificate.
The candidates, who have already submitted their Senior Secondary Examination Markssheets/Pass Certificate and
have not received any confirmation with regard to their admission, must contact the Institute immediately quoting
the following particulars:

Name

Details of Fee paid

Admission No.

Email Address

Complete Postal Address with Pincode
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Student Services

CANCELLATION OF PROVISIONAL ADMISSION

The Provisional admission of the students - who fail to submit / upload within the specific time, the requisite proof
of having passed the Senior Secondary (10+2) shall stand cancelled and no refund of fee will be made.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

STUDY MATERIAL

Students admitted to the CS Foundation Programme during the month of January–November 2014 have already been
supplied the Study Material.Those who have not received Study material, are therefore,advised to send their request /
query through grievance solutions cell. Details of submitting request through grievance solutions cell is given below under
the head “ ICSI grievance solutions cell”.

SELF STUDY

The Institute provides a set of study materials to all students of Foundation Program for their self study. Students have
option to study the subjects of their own and appear in next examination of the institute for which they are eligible.
Attending classes is not compulsory.

CLASS ROOM TEACHING

(a) Through Regional Councils/Chapters and their Collaborative Centres

The Institute provides facility of class room teaching also. The Regional Councils/ Chapters of the Institute are
authorized to impart class room teaching  subject to availability of necessary facilities and sufficient number of
students and charge the fee which may vary from place to place. Students interested in having further details may
contact any Regional Council/Chapter Office of the Institute. Attending class room teaching is optional.

E - LEARNING (http://elearning.icsi.edu)

In order to facilitate students, e-learning portal is available for the students of Foundation Programme. Students
admitted to CS Foundation Programme through out the country including rural and semi - urban areas as well as from other
countries can avail this 24x7 hours on-line study facility as the portal has global reach.

To access the E-learning Portal of ICSI, the students may log on to http://elearning.icsi.edu.

24 HOURS CS HELPLINE

The Institute has launched a 24 Hours CS Helpline to inform the students about the CS Course and Profession.The
students can have pre-recorded replies on the CS Course round the clock through the Interactive Voice Response System
(IVRS) by dialing 011-41504444. For detailed information, in this regard, please log on to the website of the Institute i.e.
www.icsi.edu.

PLEASE NOTE THAT PAYMENT OF FEE BY CHEQUE &
MONEY ORDER IS NOT ACCEPTED BY THE INSTITUTE.L
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STUDY THROUGH E-LEARNING : 24 X 7
 (http://elearning.icsi.edu)

In order to facilitate students with on-line education/study, the Institute has launched e-learning portal for the Company
Secretaryship Foundation Programme and Executive Programme and it is being extended to Professional Programme.
All students from rural, urban areas at national level and also from other countries can avail this 24x7 on-line study
facility as the portal has global reach.

Under e-learning, students can have continuous access to studies and guidance of faculties on-line. The e-learning
module will enable the students to have access to learning and faculty support at any time as per their convenience.
Interactivity will be established by modules such as Discussion Boards and Online Chat. Through virtual classroom,
students will be able to interact live with the faculty. This will take the study of CS Programme virtually into the space
age.

E-learning is designed to provide a virtual contact between the teacher and the taught. Students intended to join e-
learning are therefore, required to pay additional fees.

To access the E-learning Portal of ICSI the candidates may log on to http://elearning.icsi.edu

The following schemes are available for e-learning in Foundation Programme:

• WBT (Web Based Training): It is an innovative computer based approach to learning. The contents have been
modified into well-crafted teaching systems. It has multimedia slides covering the entire study material.

• VBT (Video Based Training): It comprises of video lectures and is a replica of classroom training experience.

• LVC (Live Virtual Classroom): It provides broadcast of live lectures over the internet. In it students can directly
interact with the faculty online. There are the three following schemes for which students may apply for
admission:

• WBT

• Combo Offer which contains (WBT+VBT+LVC)

• Upgrade to VBT+LVC: This option is available to WBT enrolled students. Students can upgrade from WBT to
VBT+LVC at an additional fee.

The candidates can use the following modes of payment:

(i) By a Credit card/Debit card or Netbanking or Cash Cards.

(ii) By way of Cheque or Demand Draft drawn in favour of "GURUKUL ONLINE LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD"
payable at Mumbai.

(iii) By depositing the Cheque or Demand Draft directly in Axis Bank Account Number -004010202188010.

(iv) By making of direct cash payment in ICICI Bank Account Number- 021105002028.

(For more information visit the website http://elearning.icsi.edu)
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ICSI GRIEVANCE SOLUTIONS

The Institute in its endeavour to improve the service delivery mechanism to the Members, Students and other
stakeholders has established a Grievance Solutions Cell.   In case stakeholders feel that their queries not being
properly attended, they may submit their grievance online through “Grievance Portal” by following the steps
given below :-

1. Click on the “Online Services” button on the home page of Institute’s Website
(http:// www.icsi.edu)

2. Click on “Login” button.

3. Enter your User ID (Registration Number / Membership Number) and Password

4. Click on “Login” button

5. Click on “Home” Option and select “Suggestion/Grievances” option

6. Select the Options available as per the nature of your query and enter the details

7. Click on the “Submit” button

Alternatively, the grievances may be sent at E-Mail Id grievance.solutions@icsi.edu.
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COMPUTER BASED FOUNDATION PROGRAMME EXAMINATION (CBE) FOR CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME
DECEMBER, 2014

The next Computer based examination for Foundation Programme scheduled in December, 2014, will be held on
Saturday, the 27th December, 2014 and Sunday, the 28th December, 2014 as per the following Examination
Time-Table and Programme:

EXAMINATION CENTERS FOR COMPUTER BASED EXAMINATION DECEMBER, 2014 (CBE)

The Computer based examination of Foundation Programme for December, 2014 shall be conducted in 88 cities viz.,
1. Agra, 2. Ahmedabad, 3. Ajmer, 4. Allahabad, 5. Alwar, 6. Ambala, 7. Aurangabad, 8. Bangalore, 9. Bareilly, 10.
Belgaum, 11. Bhilai, 12. Bhilwara, 13. Bhopal, 14. Bhubaneswar, 15, Bikaner, 16. Calicut, 17. Chandigarh, 18. Chennai,
19. Coimbatore, 20. Dehradun, 21. Delhi (East), 22. Delhi (North), 23. Delhi (South), 24. Delhi (West), 25. Dhanbad,
26. Ernakulam, 27. Faridabad, 28. Ghaziabad, 29. Gorakhpur, 30. Gurgaon, 31. Guwahati, 32. Gwalior, 33. Hisar, 34.
Hooghly, 35. Howrah, 36. Hubli-Dharwad, 37. Hyderabad, 38. Indore, 39. Jabalpur, 40. Jaipur, 41. Jalandhar, 42.
Jammu, 43. Jamshedpur,  44. Jodhpur, 45. Kanpur, 46. Kolhapur, 47. Kolkata , 48. Kota, 49. Kottayam, 50. Lucknow,
51. Ludhiana, 52. Madurai, 53. Mangalore, 54. Meerut, 55. Mumbai (CG), 56. Mumbai (GTK), 57. Mumbai (JOG), 58.
Mysore, 59. Nagpur, 60. Nasik, 61. Navi Mumbai, 62. Noida, 63. Pali, 64. Panaji, 65. Patna, 66. Puducherry, 67. Pune,
68. Raipur, 69. Rajkot, 70. Ranchi, 71. Salem, 72. Shimla, 73. Sikar, 74. Siliguri, 75. Sonepat, 76. Srinagar, 77. Surat, 78.
Thane, 79. Thiruvananthapuram, 80. Thrissur, 81. Tiruchirapalli, 82. Udaipur, 83. Vadodara, 84. Varanasi, 85. Vijayawada,
86. Visakhapatnam, 87. Yamuna Nagar and 88. Overseas Centre — Dubai.

NOTES: 1. The Institute reserves the right to withdraw any centre at any stage without assigning any reason.

2. Please note that no request for change of examination venue will be entertained in respect of a particular
city, where multiple examination venues exist.

COMPUTER-BASED EXAMINATION FOR FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

DECEMBER, 2014

TIME-TABLE AND PROGRAMME*

Day and Date Subjects Batch Examination Timings
of Examination No. From To

Saturday, 27th Paper -1 Business Environment and I 9.30 A.M. 11.00 A.M.
December,  2014 Entrepreneurship AND II 12.00 Noon 1.30 P.M.

Paper-2 Business Management, III 2.30 P.M. 4.00 P.M.
Ethics and Communication IV 5.00 P.M. 6.30 P.M.

Sunday, 28th Paper-3 Business Economics AND I 9.30 A.M. 11.00 A.M.
December, 2014 Paper-4 Fundamentals of Accounting II 12.00 Noon 1.30 P.M.

and Auditing III 2.30 P.M. 4.00 P.M.
IV 5.00 P.M. 6.30 P.M

* Allotment of time-slot to each student will be made by the Institute and no request for change of time-slot will be entertained.
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IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES

COMPUTER BASED EXAMINATION FOR CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME DECEMBER,  2014

PART-A: GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Immediately after taking the print-out of the Admit Card from the website www.icsi.edu, every candidate is
advised to verify all the details mentioned in his/her Admit Card, i.e., his/her Name, Photograph, Signature,
Registration Number, Address, Examination Centre (Name, Address, Code, etc.), Date and Timings of Examination
etc. In case of any discrepancy, the same may please be brought to the notice of the Institute immediately at
Tel.No. 011-33132333.

2. Candidates should carry with them (i) Admit Card; and (ii) Original Student Identity Card to the Examination Centre
in every session regularly for establishing their identity and securing admission to the examination, failing which
they will not be allowed to enter the Examination Hall.

3. Candidates are advised to ensure that they are in possession of a valid Identity Card (Green Coloured Authenticated
Identity Card sent by post by the Institute OR the downloaded Student Identity Card from www.icsi.edu  duly
attested by the authorized officials). In case, due to any reason, the photograph and signature of the student are
not available in the downloaded Identity Card, the candidates should affix his/her photograph and signature on the
downloaded Identity Card and get it attested by a Gazetted Officer/Member of ICSI/Principal of a Recognized
School/Manager of a Nationalised Bank etc. with a supporting seal to for its authenticity.

4. For any reason, if some of the candidates are not holding the Identity Card due to technical/ practical problems,
they may bring any other Photo Identity Card issued by the Government Departments like Passport, Driving
License, PAN Card, UID Aadhaar Card, Voter Card, etc. to establish their identity vis-à-vis the particulars appearing
in the Attendance Sheet. The Superintendent of Examination Centre and the Invigilators shall verify the identity of
the candidates before entering into the Examination Hall and while taking candidate’s signature on the Attendance
Sheet. Candidates shall produce his/her Admit Card and Student Identity Card to the Invigilator/Supervisory Staff
on demand any time during the course of examination.

5. In case, due to any reason, the downloaded Admit Card does not bear the photograph of the examinee, the
candidate should affix his/her photograph on the Admit Card and get it attested by gazetted officer/member of
ICSI, etc. and also bring Student Identity Card/other documents as specified above, as identification proof and also
one identical photograph for submitting to the Superintendent of Examination Centre.

6. Provisionally admitted students of Foundation Programme are required to regularize their admission by submitting
proof of passing 10+2 Examinations within six months from the date of registration. Some of the students who
have not complied with the requirements but sought enrollment to Examinations are being issued Admit Card for
appearing in the Examinations on provisional basis. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card on provisional basis by
giving benefit of doubt to the students, such students are hereby cautioned that the results of the examinations will
be withheld pending submission of the requisite certificate. The date of passing the 10+2 Examinations should be
within six months of the date of registration and in case the actual date of passing the 10+2 Examinations is beyond
the six months period, the registration will in any case be cancelled without further notice. Those students who are
yet to submit the certificate(s) are advised to immediately upload scanned copy(ies) of the requisite certificate(s) at
“Manage Account” option followed by “Certificate Details” option at their online account at www.icsi.edu  and
may contact the Institute at Tel.No. at 011-33132333 in case of any further query.

7. Candidates are required to report at the Examination Hall 60 (sixty) minutes before the time specified for the
commencement of each examination and occupy their allotted seats in Examination Hall. No candidate shall be
allowed to enter the Examination Hall after the completion of 15 minutes of the commencement of examination
and no candidate shall be permitted to leave the Examination Hall until the expiry of 45 minutes of the commencement
of the examination.

8. Personal belongings including mobile phones are not allowed inside the examination room.  Candidates are
advised not to bring valuable personal belongings to the examination venue and the Institute or
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examination center shall not be responsible in case the item(s) brought to the examination centre is/ are
lost or stolen.

9. There will be 50 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ’s) of 2 marks each in each paper and the candidates shall be
given 90 minutes for appearing in both the papers on each day (45 minutes in case of exemption in one of the
paper).

10. The question papers will be displayed on the Computer Screen both in English and Hindi language except for
Business Management, Ethics and Communication paper for which questions will be displayed in English only.   In
case of any doubt or discrepancy in Hindi language, the English version of the questions shall prevail.

11. Each student will be appearing for two test sessions, i.e. one test session on each day in the same timing.

12. Candidates must sign the Attendance Sheet on each day for which they are appearing and after conclusion of
examination obtain signature of the Invigilator on the Admit Card. In no case should a candidate leave the Examination
Hall without signing the Attendance Sheet. Any appearance without the candidate’s signature in the
Attendance Sheet shall be treated as absent.

13. Candidates are allowed to use their own battery operated, noiseless and cordless ordinary calculator with not more
than 6 functions, 12 digits and 2 memories. Use of programmable, scientific or printing model of calculators or
calculators not conforming to above specifications shall not be permitted. Borrowing or exchange of calculators or
any other item/material shall not be permitted in the Examination Hall.

14. Every candidate is compulsorily required to appear in all the subjects /Paper(s) for which he/she was enrolled. In
case any candidate remains absent in any subject(s)/Paper(s) due to any reason, whatsoever, he/she shall be
summarily declared fail. However, in case a candidate who has been granted exemption in any one subject of
Paper 1 or 2 (on first day i.e. 27th December, 2014) or Paper 3 or 4 (on second day i.e. 28th December, 2014) as
the case may be, he/she is required to answer only those questions in the relevant subject (Paper) in which he/she
is enrolled and leave the examination hall on the expiry of 45 minutes of the commencement of the examination,
after submitting the Exam by clicking “Finish” button. In case a candidate has been granted exemption in Paper 1
and 2 (first day) or Paper 3 and 4 in the (second day), he/she is required to appear only in the relevant subjects
(Paper 3 and 4 or Paper 1 and 2 as the case may be), for which he/she is enrolled.

15. Candidates are required to secure a minimum of 40% marks in each paper, i.e. Paper- 1, Paper-2, Paper-3 and
Paper-4 separately as the case may be, and 50% marks in aggregate of all papers put together for passing the
Foundation Programme Examination. There will be no negative marking for wrong answers.

16. No candidate shall bring or carry with him/her any Book, Study Material, Handwritten or Printed Notes, Mobile
Phone, Pager, Digital Diary, Scientific or Programmable Calculator, Laptop, Palmtop, or any other communication
device or gadget in the Examination room/Hall/Premises. However, the candidates are warned to remain prepared
that in the event of suspicious behaviour of any examinee in the Examination Hall/Room/Premises, he/she could
be searched/ frisked to demonstrate that he/she does not possess any prohibited/ objectionable item(s) with him/
her.

17. The Superintendent of Examination is authorized to expel a candidate from the Examination Hall/Room if in his/her
opinion, the candidate has resorted to unfair means for the purpose of answering the questions or behaved in a
disorderly manner in and around the Examination Hall or obstructed the Superintendent or invigilating staff in
carrying out his/her duties or attempted to offer illegal gratification or attempted to apply undue influence or
threaten or blackmail any person connected with conduct of examination or attempt to copy examination questions
and/ or examination responses (in any format) from the Examination Centre, etc. A candidate so expelled must,
before leaving the Examination Hall, submit to the Institute his/her explanation in writing through the Superintendent
of Examination. Once a candidate is so expelled; he/she will not be allowed to appear in the remaining paper(s) of
the examination. Over and above, for any such misconduct of grave nature, the candidate shall be subject to
disciplinary action under the provisions of the Company Secretaries Regulations, 1982 as in force and/or other
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appropriate legal action under the laws of the country, and particulars of such candidates or cases will be suitably
notified in the Institute’s official bulletins.

18. Candidates’ eligibility to appear in the Foundation Examination shall be subject to the provisions of Company
Secretaries Regulations, 1982 as in force.

PART- B : OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

I. Attempting the Examination

1. Upon Invigilator’s instruction, click on the “APPEAR” button to access the Instruction Sheet. In case of any doubt
or question about functioning of the Exam Window, candidates may seek advice/guidance from the Invigilator on
duty before the commencement of examination. No query/ies shall be entertained after the commencement of
examination.

2. Do not close the Exam Window or try to restart the system at the Examination Centre.

3. Each question is followed by four alternative answers marked as A, B, C and D.  The candidate shall choose the
most appropriate answer to each question and mark the same through click of mouse against the appropriate
answer.  Chosen answer will be highlighted and will automatically be saved.  The questions may be answered in
any order within the stipulated examination time.

4. Candidates can make changes in their answer already chosen/marked by simply clicking the other answer option of
their choice at any time before conclusion of examination or before clicking “FINISH” Button.

5. Candidates shall not click “DONE” button followed by three warnings with “FINISH” button until they have
completed their examination in all respects.  Examination shall not re-start once “FINISH” button is clicked.

6. Countdown clock will start on commencement of examination and the same will be displayed on the top right
hand corner of the Exam Window for the remaining time available to a candidate for the Examination.

7. Before conclusion of examination, the candidates can use the “Bookmark” option by clicking on “BOOKMARK”
button, if they wish to review or revisit the question later.

8. In case of restarting / shut down of computer due to technical reasons, immediately report the same to the
Invigilator on duty.  Answers already marked and time of the examination will be saved and the candidate will be
able to resume the examination from the exact point that last appeared before him/her.

9. If any candidate wishes to take a bio break, he/she can do so after 30 minutes of commencement of the examination.
However, the timer on the Exam Computer would continue to tick and the candidate would not be given any
additional time to compensate for the time loss during the bio break. It is in their own interest that the candidates
may limit their bio breaks to the minimum to avoid any loss of time.

II. Working on Examination Window

1. APPEAR ----> CLICK ----> Display of Exam Window

2. Only one question will be displayed on the Exam Window at a time.

3. Candidates can mark their choice of answers by placing cursor on any one of four alternative answers to each
question and clicking through mouse thereat.  Chosen answer option will be highlighted.

4. Candidates can change their answer to any question by clicking at the new answer option (Radio Button) before
“FINISH” of the examination.

5. Candidates can answer question in any order and can navigate between questions either by clicking on ”Previous”/
“Next” button or by directly clicking  on the question numbers which are displayed in the Paper-wise Summary
panel available on the left side of the Exam Window.
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6. Every particular question answered by the candidate will be displayed in GREEN colour on the Summary Panel. The
questions that are not attempted and not bookmarked for review will be displayed without any colour. Questions
Attempted and Bookmarked for review will be highlighted in RED and those which are not attempted but Bookmarked
for Review will be displayed in YELLOW.

III. Examination Submission

1. “DONE” button shall be clicked by the candidates only when they have completed and wished to finish their
examination.  The “DONE” button will be visible at the Right Hand Bottom Corner of the Exam Window and the
same will only be enabled after 45 minutes of commencement of the Examination.

2. After completion of the examination, candidates can click “DONE” button followed by three warnings with “FINISH”
button to submit the examination. After conclusion of examination timing, system will automatically save, finish
and submit the examination.

3. In case any candidate wrongly clicks the “DONE” button, warning screens will be displayed; and he/she can return
to the question paper by clicking “Go to Examination”.  There are three such warnings – WARNING-1, WARNING-
2 and WARNING-3 with “FINISH”  button.

4. Candidates shall remain cautious while clicking “FINISH” button and warnings.  On clicking the “FINISH” button
after “Final Warning”, examination will be completed, finished  and submitted. After submission of examination,
it shall not re-start at all and answer marked by the candidate shall be considered for purposes of result.

5. A “Thank you” message will appear confirming the completion, finishing and submission of the examination.

6. Candidates may give their feedback by filling “FEEDBACK FORM” available on their system after submission of
their examination.

IV. Use of  Rough Sheet

1. A Rough Sheet will be provided to the candidates for carrying out rough work, calculations, etc. during the
examination.  Candidates are required to mention their Name, Roll Number, Registration Number, Exam Date and
Batch Time on the Rough Sheet.

2. Rough Sheet needs to be returned to the Invigilator before leaving the Exam Hall/Room/Lab. The candidate shall
not be permitted to carry the rough sheets used/un used while they leave the Examination Hall/Room/Lab.

V. Maintenance of Discipline in the Examination Hall/Room/Lab

Candidates should strictly follow the various written/ verbal instructions and maintain discipline in the Examination Hall/
Room/ Lab.  Candidates should not:

(a) Attempt to take the examination on behalf of someone else, i.e. Impersonation;

(b) Give or receive assistance of any kind during the examination or communicating in any manner with other candidates
or with outsiders.

(c) Tamper / attempt to tamper with computer system or posing hindrance in the smooth conduct of the examination.

(d) Leave the examination centre without the permission of the invigilator.

(e) Use prohibited aids or carrying banned items in the examination premises/room/hall/lab, etc. such as mobile
phones, I-pad, palmtop, books, study material, printed or handwritten paper, blank pieces of paper, electronic
diaries, watch alarms, listening devices and recording or photographic devices etc.

(f) Attempt to copy examination questions and /or examination responses (in any format) from the fellow student/
examination centre.
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The Superintendent of Examination Centre is authorized to expel a candidate from the examination centre for
any misconduct by the candidates.

Infringement of any of these instructions may render the candidates liable for disciplinary action which could
lead to cancellation of results of the examination and/or studentship registration under the Company Secretaries
Regulations, 1982 as in force.

SMOKING, CHEWING OF TOBACCO, BETEL, INTOXICANT, CARRYING/USE  OF MOBILE PHONE, ETC., IS
TOTALLY BANNED INSIDE THE EXAMINATION HALL/ROOM/LAB/CENTRE PREMISES.

NOTES:  1. The Institute reserves the right to withdraw any centre at any stage without assigning any
reason.

2. Please note that no request for change of examination venue will be entertained in respect of
a particular city, where multiple examination venues exist.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDING COMPUTER BASED EXAMINATION (CBE)

Since, the Computer Based Examination (CBE) has replaced the OMR based examination from June, 2014 session of
examination, and the next CBE will be held on the 27th and 28th December, 2014, the Institute has prepared some
FAQs to familiarise, guide and sensitise the students about CBE. These FAQs are given herein below for the information
of the students.

Q.1: What is Computer Based Examination (CBE)?

A: In CBE, a candidate appears for the examination, which is conducted entirely through computer thus replacing
use of paper and pen in the examination.

Q.2: Is computer knowledge required to appear in Computer Based Examination?

A: No. The computer interface is easy to use and requires no previous knowledge of computer.  Candidates would
be required to sit before a computer terminal and use computer-mouse while attempting the questions.  Therefore
the candidates, at the most, need to know only how to use computer-mouse in CBE.

Q.3: Is Computer Based Examination conducted using Internet?

A: No. CBE is conducted using secured Local Area Network (LAN).

Q.4: In case of any problem in computer or Local Area Network (LAN), who will assist the candidates?

A: IT professional(s) will remain present to assist the candidates in case of any eventuality.

Q.5: Where will the Computer Based Examination be held?

A: CBE would be held in all those cities in India and abroad where the Institute’s existing examinations are held and
it shall be conducted at specified examination centres/venues. The list of examination centres is available on the
Institute’s website www.icsi.edu. However, the address of examination centre/venue would be provided on
the Candidates’ Admit Card.

Q.6: What are the dates for conduct of CBE in December, 2014 and maximum time allowed for each
subject of examination?

A: CBE will be held in two days i.e. on 27th & 28th December, 2014, as per the schedule provided in the Time Table
above. On each day, composite time of 90 minutes shall be provided to each candidate for both the papers (45
minutes in case of exemption in one paper). After the expiry of 90 minutes, the candidates will not be able to
attempt any question or check the answer.  The answers of candidates would be saved automatically by the
computer system, even if the candidate has not clicked the “Finish Button”.
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Q.7: How many questions would be there in each subject of CBE?

A: There would be 50 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) of two marks each in every subject of CBE. On day one,
candidates would be examined in Paper-1 and Paper-2, carrying 100 MCQs in all, which would be required to be
attempted in 90 minutes session of examination. Similar pattern would be followed on day two for Paper - 3 and
Paper - 4, as per the schedule of examination given above.

Q.8: How to answer a question in Computer Based Examination?

A: The Questions may be answered in any order within the stipulated examination time.  Each question shall be
followed by four alternative answers marked as A, B, C and D. In order to answer a question a candidate would
“click” the option/answer, which he/she thinks, as the most appropriate/correct.   The option, so clicked will be
highlighted, automatically saved and treated as “answer” given by the candidate.

Q. 9: When should a candidate report at the examination centre?

A: One hour before the scheduled time of start of examination.

Q.10: Can a candidate take the examination from home?

A: No. The CBE is to be taken in a secure testing environment at the specified examination centre. The presence of
an authorized proctor is necessary to launch and monitor the examination process.

Q.11: Is there any negative marking for the wrong answer?

A: No. There is no negative marking for the wrong answer.

Q. 12: Can a candidate skip any question and return to the same later on?

A: A candidate can answer the question in any order he/she likes to attempt. In case a candidate does not wish to
answer any question, he/she should not “click” answer for that question and instead “click” next question.

Q.13: Can a candidate review his/her answer?

A: A candidate has the option to “bookmark” any question to review at a later stage before clicking the “Finish”
button.

Q.14: Can a candidate change his/her answer to any question?

A: Yes. A candidate can make changes in his/her answer(s) already chosen, by simply clicking the other  alternate
answer  of his/her choice at any time before conclusion of examination or before clicking “Finish” button.

Q.15: How to enroll for Computer Based Examination, what is the examination fee and last date for
enrolment for appearing in December, 2014 examination?

A: Candidates can apply online for the examination from 26th August, 2014, through the Institute’s website
www.icsi.edu after logging into their respective accounts and by submitting the examination form along with the
examination fee of Rs.1200/- through credit card/debit card/net-banking/Canara Bank challan system.  A separate
link for enrolment would be provided on the Institute’s website.

Last date for enrolment for appearing in December, 2014 examination is 25th September, 2014.  However, a
candidate may enrol himself/herself online up to 10th October, 2014 by paying late fee of Rs. 250/- over and
above  the  examination fee of Rs.1200/-.

Q.16: Will the candidates be allowed to Change the Examination Centre after submission of examination
form and payment of examination fee?

A: Candidates may submit their online requests for change of Examination Centre upto 7th December, 2014 along
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with payment of Rs. 250/- for such change. After the said date, students will not be allowed to change the
examination centre.

Q.17: When can the candidates download the Admit Card for the examinations?

A: The Admit Card can be downloaded 10 days prior to the date of commencement of examination from the
Institute’s website www.icsi.edu.

Q.18: What will be the medium of questions for Computer Based Examination?

A: Questions will be provided in both English and Hindi, except for Business Management, Ethics and Communication
subject, for which questions shall be provided in English only.

Q.19: Can a candidate get an examination center of his/her choice?

A: A candidate can opt for city of his/her choice as per the list of examination centers at the time of enrolling for the
examination. However, allocation of specific examination venue and timings shall be at the sole discretion of the
Institute and no request for change in this respect will be entertained.

Q.20: Will a candidate be getting some practice test before actually appearing in Computer Based
Examination?

A: Mock Tests have been made available on the ICSI website for familiarizing the students with CBE. A candidate can
practice as many times as he/she wants. This will allow the candidates to get acquainted with the format of
Computer Based Examination in simulation environment.

Q.21: What will happen in case there is some problem in computer during the examination?

A: Additional computers will be available at the examination centers to take care of such problems. System will
record every ‘click’ by a candidate and time remaining for the exam through countdown clock.  In case of any
problem, candidate can resume his/her exam at another computer exactly from the point where he/she last
proceeded. Thus, there would be no loss of time in case of any technical problem.

Q.22: What items a candidate is required to bring compulsorily at the examination center?

A: Candidates are required to bring their Admit Card, Student Identity Card (bearing photograph and signature of the
candidate) issued by the ICSI duly attested, failing which they will not be allowed to enter the Examination
Centre. For any reason, if any of the candidates is not holding the Student Identity card, he/she must bring any
other photo identity card issued by the Government Departments. viz. Passport, Driving License, PAN Card, UID
Adhaar Card, Voter Card, etc. to establish his/her identity.  However, carrying of Admit Card is compulsory.

Q.23: Is calculator allowed in Computer Based Examination?

A: Candidates are allowed to use their own battery operated, noiseless calculator with not more than six functions,
12 digits and 2 memories in the examination centre. However, use of scientific calculator is not allowed.

Q: 24: What items are banned in the examination Hall/Room?

A: Mobile phones, I-Pads, palmtop, tab, pager, any kind of other communication equipments capable of being used
as communication device; books, printed or handwritten material, etc. are  banned inside the examination Hall/
Room.

Q.25: Can a candidate get paper/sheets for rough work?

A: Yes, a blank sheet, if required will be provided at the exam centre for rough work during the exam. The same
must be returned to the Test Administrator before leaving the examination room. However, students are required
to bring their own blue/black ball point pen.
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Q.26: How will a candidate come to know which are the questions left unanswered?

A: A candidate can navigate between questions either by clicking on “Previous” or “Next” or by directly clicking on
the question, which are displayed as attempted/un-attempted/bookmarked for review in the paper wise summary
panel.

There will be a panel on computer screen showing all the question nos. in different colour scheme, which will
indicate which are the questions answered, left  unanswered and bookmarked for review.

Q.27: Will there be Help Desk to support the candidates?

A: Yes, there would be a Help Desk to resolve the queries of candidates appearing in CBE. Help Line Nos./e-mail id
would be made available on the  Institute’s website.

Q.28: Whether the questions/question paper booklet would be provided as is made available in offline
examination?

A: No questions/question booklet in any form would be made available to the students. Questions asked in the CBE
by the Institute are its intellectual property and their copyright solely vests with the Institute.

Q.29: Are candidates with disabilities accommodated in the examination center?

A: Yes, candidates with disabilities are provided extra time/scribe/special seating arrangements/accommodation.
However, such candidates are required to apply in advance to the Institute for grant of concession in this regard
as per the “Guidelines for Physically Challenged Candidates to Avail Facility of Scribe/Extra- time” hosted on the
Institute’s website.

Q.30: Can a candidate after the examination, submit his/her feedback at the examination centre?

A: A candidate may offer his/her comments about the exam centre or the conditions in which the examination was
conducted by filling feedback form available on his/her system after conclusion of examination.

Q.31: When will the results of CBE be announced?

A: The date of declaration of result of CBE would be announced on the website of the Institute www.icsi.edu.

Q. 32: What would happen if a candidate bookmarks a question but forget to review later, and exam
expires?

A: “Bookmark” is meant  for reminding a candidate to  review his/her answer at any time during the examination but
before clicking the “Finish Button”  However, if a candidate skips to review his/her “Bookmark” question later on,
the option to the  question  clicked by the candidate earlier would  be saved automatically as taken as final answer.
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GRANT OF FACILITY OF WRITER’S HELP/EXTRA TIME TO  PHYSICALLY DISABLED CANDIDATES IN CS
DECEMBER, 2014 EXAMINATIONS

Any physically disabled student having a minimum of 40% physical disability or deformity of permanent
nature and who wishes to seek writer’s help and/or extra time for the purpose of appearing or writing
Company Secretaries December, 2014 examination should make a separate written request therefor mentioning
complete details about his/her Name, Student Registration No., Complete Postal Address, Mobile Number, E-
mail id, specifying nature and extent (in % term) of his/her permanent disability, etc., to The Joint Secretary
(Exams.), The Institute  of Company Secretaries of India, C-37, Sector 62, Institutional Area, NOIDA –
201309 (U.P.) in addition to submitting his/her enrolment application for appearing in  the examination together
with the following supporting documents :

(i) Disability Certificate issued by the Medical Board/Head of Deptt. or Sr. Medical Officer (Specialists)
of a Central or State Govt. Hospital certifying the nature (permanent or temporary) and percentage
of disability, and its duration affecting his/her writing ability and/or the normal physical functions;
and

(ii) Letter of Permission issued to him/her by Sr. Secondary Board/University and/or any other
professional/educational examining body, such as – University, UPSC, SSC, State Public Service
Commission, Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Institute of Cost Accountants of India,
etc., granting him/her such assistance for appearing or writing the examinations.

Please note  that even the physically disabled students, who had earlier been granted facility of Writer’s Help/
Extra Time in the previous examination and wish to avail of such concession or assistance for writing the
ensuing December, 2014 examinations are required to apply afresh giving reference of such facility granted in
the past and making a separate application to The Joint Secretary (Exams.), The Institute of Company Secretaries
of India, C-37, Sector 62, Institutional Area,  NOIDA – 201309 (U.P.) before the last date for submission of
enrolment application for December, 2014 examination. The application for grant of Writer’s Help/Extra Time
should not be clubbed with any other query or correspondence.

It is clarified that in case of disablement of temporary nature and injuries like, fracture in the arm, forearm or
dislocation of a shoulder, elbow, wrist or any other illness, etc., the candidates are not eligible to seek any
concession or assistance of writer/extra time.

Intimation about grant of Writer’s Help/Extra Time is normally sent 15-20 days before the
commencement of each examination.

ALL INDIA MERIT LIST - CBE FOR CS FOUNDATION PROGRAMME, JUNE-2014 : List attached.



LIST OF FIRST 25  TOP RANKERS WHO HAVE PASSED ALL PAPERS OF FOUNDATION PROGRAMME  

COMPUTER BASED EXAMINATION EXAMINATIONS WITHOUT EXEMPTION IN ANY PAPER, IN ONE SITTING, 

IN JUNE , 2014 :

ALL INDIA  MERIT LIST

S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 601055 113980051603/2013ANURAG  KOTHARI 1 1

KOLKATA (SOUTH)

 616213 413992552507/2013PRIYANKA SUDHIRBHAI MADHWANI 2 2

AHMEDABAD

 621138 413992736209/2013HARSHPREET KAUR SALUJA 2 3

RAIPUR

 616500 413980261606/2013PRIT  SHAH 3 4

VADODARA

 602431 213994465609/2013KAJAL  TOLANI 4 5

AGRA

 616292 413980290207/2013DRISHI SANJAY SHAH 4 6

AHMEDABAD

 604776 213994183209/2013KRITIKA  NARULA 5 7

DELHI (NORTH)

 612348 213980587007/2013SURBHI  KALIA 5 8

JALLANDHAR

 616295 413980265406/2013CHINAR TUSHAR SHAH 5 9

AHMEDABAD

 616561 413980343609/2013AISHWARYA  JAIN 5 10

BHOPAL

 616658 413992823609/2013SHIVANI  PANDEY 5 11

BHOPAL

 608938 213994359909/2013DEVIKA  SRIVASTAVA 6 12

KANPUR

 607566 213980696908/2013PALLAVI  SHARMA 7 13

JAIPUR

 610149 413992700909/2013SHIVANGI SATYA NARAYAN VYAS 7 14

UDAIPUR

 611652 213980566006/2013MARYAM NAAZ QUADRI 7 15

SRI NAGAR

 614133 313990986308/2013VAISHNAVI R 7 16

CHENNAI

 618558 413992654008/2013BHUSAN PRAVEEN PORWAL 7 17

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 621530 413980249206/2013CHARMI DIPAK MEHTA 7 18

SURAT

 610747 213980867709/2013AMRITA SHAH 8 19

DEHRADUN

 616726 413980414509/2013HARSHITA  PATIL 8 20

BHOPAL

 617114 413980240905/2013MUSTAFA  BOHRA 8 21

INDORE



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 619754 413992444107/2013RENU SHAILESH SANGHAVI 8 22

NAGPUR

 603322 213993862806/2013ANKITA  MEHROTRA 9 23

DELHI (EAST)

 606411 213993894906/2013MEGHA 9 24

DELHI (WEST)

 604967 213980859409/2013POORVI  PANDEY 10 25

DELHI (EAST)

 616955 113980235809/2013KHILENDRA  SONI 10 26

INDORE

 619060 413992451107/2013BHAVIKA SAMPAT JAIN 10 27

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 608097 213980850209/2013ATISHA  JAIN 11 28

JAIPUR

 618742 413980272507/2013PRATIK  SHUKLA 11 29

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 621438 413992568607/2013URVASHI RAJBAHADUR GATTANI 11 30

SURAT

 621448 413992406906/2013NAHATA HARSH VIMALCHAND 11 31

SURAT

 621966 413980346509/2013ATHARVA ANIRUDHA JOSHI 11 32

THANE

 604255 213994473609/2013HIMANI  GUPTA 12 33

DELHI (NORTH)

 608790 213994110308/2013DHRUV  TANDON 12 34

KANPUR

 615278 113980129603/2013YERNAGULA KAVYA 12 35

VISAKHAPATNAM

 620383 413992642308/2013KHUSHBU DILIP RAKHECHA 12 36

PUNE

 600967 113980181708/2013ANKITA  JAISWAL 13 37

RANCHI

 610813 213980636508/2013SHAKSHI  NEGI 13 38

DEHRADUN

 615603 313980056907/2013SONY  JOSEPH 13 39

KOTTAYAM

 617446 413992551407/2013VINI  JAIN 13 40

INDORE

 618995 413992604208/2013DEVANSHI SANDIP SHAH 13 41

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619715 413992491007/2013BHAKTI AJAY LAL 13 42

NAGPUR

 620574 413980399509/2013RUCHI JAYAVANT BHAVE 13 43

PUNE

 600349 113990994706/2013JUHI  RANI 14 44

JAMSHEDPUR



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 602690 213994039308/2013DIKSHA  PAHUJA 14 45

AMBALA

 605068 213980895009/2013JASMINE  MALIK 14 46

DELHI (SOUTH)

 609431 213994437609/2013HITASHI  SHARMA 14 47

LUDHIANA

 617591 413980288107/2013ARPITA  MAHESHWARI 14 48

INDORE

 622155 413980356009/2013ANUSHA AJIT SHANBHAG 14 49

THANE

 602326 213994364909/2013MAYANK  GAUR 15 50

AGRA

 603337 213993890207/2013SUNIL  JOSHI 15 51

DELHI (EAST)

 604869 213994212809/2013KASHANG 15 52

DELHI (NORTH)

 606279 213994092008/2013GURPREET  KAUR 15 53

DELHI (WEST)

 609089 213980802109/2013MAHVISH  HASAN 15 54

LUCKNOW

 609983 213993761204/2013KAMLESH  MANDWANI 15 55

UDAIPUR

 614205 313590974108/2013RUPAL  AGARWAL 15 56

CHENNAI

 614808 313991099409/2013ABDUR  RAHMAN 15 57

HYDERABAD

 617507 413980416809/2013NIKITA  VAISHNAV 15 58

INDORE

 601919 213980839709/2013LAZARI  AGARWAL 16 59

SILIGURI

 605970 213994412309/2013PRABHAT  TYAGI 16 60

DELHI (WEST)

 606030 213994067308/2013SANJU  SATTI 16 61

DELHI (WEST)

 606753 213993976207/2013SAGAR SINGH RAWAT 16 62

GHAZIABAD

 607523 213980717308/2013NIHARIKA  PRADHAN 16 63

JAIPUR

 608960 213993982807/2013RIDHI  VERMA 16 64

KANPUR

 609510 213993808505/2013RASHI  TOMAR 16 65

MEERUT

 609610 213994035607/2013VARSHA  PATHAK 16 66

MEERUT

 610277 213994454609/2013CHANDNI  LOHAR 16 67

UDAIPUR



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 613539 313991067008/2013SUSMITA 16 68

BANGALORE

 615588 313980053107/2013JOSMY  JOSE 16 69

KOTTAYAM

 615815 413980385609/2013VIKAS RAMESHBHAI THAKKAR 16 70

AHMEDABAD

 616313 413980253706/2013DARSHANA MAHESHKUMAR KHATRI 16 71

AHMEDABAD

 616597 413980305708/2013AKSHIT  GANDHI 16 72

BHOPAL

 616608 413992712808/2013SNEHA  GOYAL 16 73

BHOPAL

 617947 413992649908/2013SRINIVASAN  GOVINDAN 16 74

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 620270 413980328608/2013XERXES KHURSHED BHARUCHA 16 75

PUNE

 621518 413992497207/2013BUSRA ISMAIL VARYAVA 16 76

SURAT

 621679 413992627308/2013PRITI CHANDRAKANT SARAF 16 77

NASHIK

 622277 413992720809/2013RAJSHREE  JAIN 16 78

AURANGABAD

 600058 113980150906/2013DEBADARSHI  RATH 17 79

BHUBANESWAR

 601819 113980146404/2013SHREYA  MISHRA 17 80

KOLKATA (SOUTH)

 602787 213993516603/2013SUNIDHI  PASAN 17 81

CHANDIGARH

 604466 213993971207/2013VEDANT  GAUTAM 17 82

DELHI (NORTH)

 605274 213994391309/2013SHIVANI  AGGARWAL 17 83

DELHI (SOUTH)

 607597 213980830309/2013AAYUSHI  JAIN 17 84

JAIPUR

 611015 213980584507/2013PRERNA  GUPTA 17 85

FARIDABAD

 612387 213980695408/2013AAKRITI  BHUSHAN 17 86

GORAKHPUR

 612802 213980875609/2013ROHIT  NANDWANI 17 87

SIKAR

 613017 113990933603/2013ANUBHAV  SAHAY 17 88

BANGALORE

 613118 313990916805/2013KEERTHANA S 17 89

BANGALORE

 614303 313990943307/2013R SRIKRISHNA 17 90

COIMBATORE



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 615908 413992517806/2013VIDHI KALPESH SHAH 17 91

AHMEDABAD

 616047 413992520806/2013SHANNON JOVIYALBHAI KHOKHARIA 17 92

AHMEDABAD

 616415 413992732109/2013JINCY  SHANMUGAM 17 93

VADODARA

 616547 412991766609/2012AYUSHI  PANDEY 17 94

BHOPAL

 618059 413992478707/2013ABHISHEK MANGESH SALUNKE 17 95

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 618537 413992654608/2013MAULIK KALYANJI GOSHER 17 96

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619186 413992713009/2013SUHANI PRAMOD LADDHA 17 97

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619408 413992635608/2013PIYUSH KISHORE LALWANI 17 98

NAGPUR

 622083 413992750409/2013KASTURI ASHISH NACHANE 17 99

THANE

 622366 413992537607/2013AKSHAY ASHOK AGRAWAL 17 100

AURANGABAD

 622826 413992825609/2013NUPUR  RAMSINGHANI 17 101

NAVI MUMBAI

 601459 113980217609/2013PAONAM AMARJIT SINGH 18 102

KOLKATA (SOUTH)

 601741 113980223009/2013ANJALI  SHAW 18 103

KOLKATA (SOUTH)

 602732 213993445103/2013KANISH  JINDAL 18 104

CHANDIGARH

 602874 213994367109/2013SHANKHNI  BHARDWAJ 18 105

CHANDIGARH

 604833 213994009608/2013MEERA  SINGLA 18 106

DELHI (NORTH)

 604867 213994066008/2013MANITA  SHRESHTH 18 107

DELHI (NORTH)

 608111 213994164408/2013SHIKHA  AGRAWAL 18 108

JAIPUR

 608348 213994427309/2013KARAN  ABICHANDANI 18 109

JODHPUR

 609669 213980518305/2013AJAY  AGARWAL 18 110

NOIDA

 610746 213980867509/2013AKSHITA SAH 18 111

DEHRADUN

 611156 213993998907/2013VIKAS  YADAV 18 112

GURGAON

 611274 213994457809/2013SHELLY  YADAV 18 113

GURGAON



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 612623 213980608507/2013AKASH  SENGUPTA 18 114

HISAR

 614985 313990947107/2013VIBHA  T V 18 115

MANGALORE

 615300 313991115409/2013GOWSHNI  GOWTHAM 18 116

VISAKHAPATNAM

 615532 313980079809/2013DELLA  SANTHOSH T 18 117

THRISSUR

 616377 413992452506/2013AMEE DILIPBHAI KANKARIA 18 118

AHMEDABAD

 618536 413992647808/2013KARAN SURESH VISARIA 18 119

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619377 413992657408/2013AYUSHI CHAKRESH JAIN 18 120

NAGPUR

 621965 413992599108/2013SHUBHAM SURAJKARAN JAIN 18 121

THANE

 602869 213980847809/2013IRANPREET KAUR 19 122

CHANDIGARH

 607997 213994165608/2013VIKRAM  SAINI 19 123

JAIPUR

 608110 213994165808/2013ANJALI  OJHA 19 124

JAIPUR

 608170 213994232009/2013KANIKA  RATHOD 19 125

JAIPUR

 608849 213994354209/2013JASMINE  DUBEY 19 126

KANPUR

 610247 213980622807/2013RUCHITA  BOMB 19 127

UDAIPUR

 610976 313991036308/2013ARPIT  PALIWAL 19 128

FARIDABAD

 612081 213994077608/2013DHAIRYA  KABRA 19 129

KOTA

 614192 313590997609/2013PRIYA M 19 130

CHENNAI

 615514 313980079409/2013ANEETTA C. VILSON 19 131

THRISSUR

 616990 413992807209/2013HIMANSHU  VERMA 19 132

INDORE

 619319 413992618308/2013YURI ANAND JAIN 19 133

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619743 413980263006/2013PARSHVI SHARAD PAREKH 19 134

NAGPUR

 621960 413992685909/2013KUNAL  GOPAL 19 135

THANE

 622500 413980307508/2013HEMAL DEVENDRA INGLE 19 136

KOLHAPUR



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 602779 213994227809/2013GAURAV 20 137

CHANDIGARH

 603443 213994218509/2013RAHUL  GOYAL 20 138

DELHI (EAST)

 605907 213994150309/2013UNNATI  BAID 20 139

DELHI (WEST)

 609065 212993184912/2012NIKUNJ  AGARWAL 20 140

LUCKNOW

 612045 213980867009/2013POOJA  GURJAR 20 141

KOTA

 616247 413992653308/2013KAJAL PRAKASH PATT 20 142

AHMEDABAD

 618120 212980070009/2012HITENDRA KUMAR 20 143

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 618615 413992709809/2013TEJAS CHANDRAKANT SHETTY 20 144

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 618779 413992643508/2013DIPTI SHIVKUMAR SHARMA 20 145

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 621038 413992464506/2013AARTI ASHOKBHAI PANDIT 20 146

RAJKOT

 621171 413992383205/2013SACHIN  AGRAWAL 20 147

RAIPUR

 602338 213993959306/2013DEEPALI  SAIGAL 21 148

AGRA

 602421 213994464709/2013SHIVANI  SHARMA 21 149

AGRA

 603023 213980867209/2013HIMANI VIJAY SHAH 21 150

DELHI (EAST)

 604470 213980687808/2013DHEER  GARG 21 151

DELHI (NORTH)

 606629 213994241109/2013SARTHAK  CHADHA 21 152

GHAZIABAD

 607442 213980685908/2013ANJALI  NAIR 21 153

JAIPUR

 608811 213993910507/2013APOORVA  VERMA 21 154

KANPUR

 608847 213993911406/2013SNEHA  BAJPAI 21 155

KANPUR

 609300 213994166808/2013PALAK  PANDEY 21 156

LUCKNOW

 610805 213980570806/2013OSHITA  SHARMA 21 157

DEHRADUN

 610852 213993817704/2013ARUNIMA  BHATEJA 21 158

DEHRADUN

 611198 213994235609/2013RAHUL  RANA 21 159

GURGAON



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 611287 213993614603/2013TAVISHEE  SINGH 21 160

VARANASI

 613006 313990944007/2013ASHWINI  MOHAN 21 161

BANGALORE

 613945 313990986808/2013SHASHANK TRIVIKRAM PETTUKOLA 21 162

CHENNAI

 614004 313590979609/2013SRUTHI R 21 163

CHENNAI

 616038 413992559907/2013RADHIKA YOGESH TRIVEDI 21 164

AHMEDABAD

 616783 413980374609/2013PAYAL  TALREJA 21 165

INDORE

 617158 413992767509/2013SALONI  CHOPRA 21 166

INDORE

 617639 413980236104/2013NEHA  BUDHWANI 21 167

INDORE

 618607 413992501407/2013SAPNA BINOD SHARMA 21 168

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619635 413980323308/2013NEHA PREM PRASAD 21 169

NAGPUR

 620308 413992636708/2013MALLIKA  BADJATE 21 170

PUNE

 620536 413992773509/2013KARISHMA SANJAY JAJU 21 171

PUNE

 621263 413992464806/2013TRIPT  KAUR 21 172

RAIPUR

 621621 413992766809/2013ADITI BHALCHANDRA PATIL 21 173

NASHIK

 601900 113990974307/2013NEHA  MISHRA 22 174

DHANBAD

 603411 213993904606/2013SWEETY  SHARMA 22 175

DELHI (EAST)

 605179 213994399709/2013DILKHUSH  JHA 22 176

DELHI (SOUTH)

 605491 313980082009/2013APARNA  SATHIANATHAN 22 177

DELHI (SOUTH)

 607612 213980607907/2013AKSHAY  JAIN 22 178

JAIPUR

 608612 213994371709/2013MADHUR  VERMA 22 179

JODHPUR

 611702 213980810109/2013HARSH  KHANDELWAL 22 180

AJMER

 612924 313991110109/2013MAHALEKSHMI K 22 181

BANGALORE

 614607 313991069209/2013ACHYUTUNI  AAYUSHI 22 182

HYDERABAD



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 614997 313991037308/2013GURURAJA 22 183

MANGALORE

 616257 413980327408/2013RAJAVI HITESHBHAI SHAH 22 184

AHMEDABAD

 616458 413980326708/2013PRATIK SAILESHVAN GOSAI 22 185

VADODARA

 616589 413992827609/2013PANKAJ  SAHU 22 186

BHOPAL

 617662 413992319704/2013CHIRAG  PORWAL 22 187

INDORE

 617930 413980284507/2013SOUMYA  BHARGAVA 22 188

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 619013 413992609607/2013NIKITA RAJESH NATH 22 189

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619220 413992468106/2013SACHI RAJENDRA SHAH 22 190

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619659 413992528707/2013HARSHITA HARISH SHARMA 22 191

NAGPUR

 619894 413980241705/2013SANIKA SANDIP JADHAV 22 192

PUNE

 620078 413992797509/2013YAMINI SANJAY NALAWADE 22 193

PUNE

 600041 113980198609/2013VISHAL KUMAR JETHWA 23 194

BHUBANESWAR

 600933 113991034509/2013SONALI  SINHA 23 195

RANCHI

 602125 113980218209/2013PRIYA  NIGANIA 23 196

HOWRAH

 602565 413980287407/2013SACHI  GAUR 23 197

ALLAHABAD

 602983 213980674208/2013SHRUTI  JAIN 23 198

DELHI (EAST)

 603019 213980852709/2013MITALI 23 199

DELHI (EAST)

 603990 213993761804/2013SARIKA 23 200

DELHI (NORTH)

 605475 213980769609/2013PRIYA  SARIN 23 201

DELHI (SOUTH)

 607869 213980894709/2013SONALI  SHARMA 23 202

JAIPUR

 607986 213994345109/2013BHAWNA  KHATRI 23 203

JAIPUR

 608575 213980557306/2013SURBHI  SONI 23 204

JODHPUR

 608838 213980605607/2013RITU  SHUKLA 23 205

KANPUR



S. NO. RANK ROLL NO REGISTRATION NONAME OF THE CANDIDATE  AND CENTRE

EXAMINATION: FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

 609442 213994125507/2013CHETNA  NARANG 23 206

LUDHIANA

 609816 213993962007/2013JYOTI  SINGH 23 207

NOIDA

 612280 213980731509/2013RITU  GULGULIYA 23 208

BIKANER

 612485 213993928007/2013PIYUSH  GUPTA 23 209

ALWAR

 613137 313980051706/2013AGNI  SEN 23 210

BANGALORE

 613598 313591001009/2013DEEPTHA  S 23 211

CHENNAI

 614149 313991095408/2013KINJAL M  JAIN 23 212

CHENNAI

 615073 313991162809/2013PRAJWAL KUMAR MN 23 213

MYSORE

 615626 313980054107/2013REJITHA  R. 23 214

KOTTAYAM

 616088 413980304408/2013KHUSHBU SHRIPAL PATWA 23 215

AHMEDABAD

 616628 413992818309/2013VARUN  PATEL 23 216

BHOPAL

 616637 413980365609/2013CHUNKY  LALWANI 23 217

BHOPAL

 617398 413992549607/2013SHIVA  GUPTA 23 218

INDORE

 617418 413992812509/2013GURUSHARAN KOUR BHATIA 23 219

INDORE

 617560 413992342603/2013RISHABH  VED 23 220

INDORE

 617621 413980278107/2013ADITI  MOULIK 23 221

INDORE

 617970 413980309108/2013KIRK STEPHEN ARANHA 23 222

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 618210 413992541207/2013VASUDEVA VENKATRAMAN IYER 23 223

MUMBAI-II (GTK)

 618711 413980367509/2013SALONI PARESH SHAH 23 224

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 618771 413992708709/2013PRATHIK PADMANABHA PRABHU 23 225

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 618866 413992482306/2013SNEHA GAUTAM JAIN 23 226

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 619615 413992490107/2013SAGAR RAJKUAMR DARRA 23 227

NAGPUR

 619959 413992771009/2013MOHIT SUJAN KHIMSERA 23 228

PUNE
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 600832 113980238009/2013PREET  SHIKHA 24 229

RANCHI

 602456 213994364609/2013SHREYA  MITAL 24 230

AGRA

 604504 213994148809/2013MOHIT  JINDAL 24 231

DELHI (NORTH)

 606152 213980597107/2013ANUJ KUMAR GOEL 24 232

DELHI (WEST)

 606264 213980764409/2013SUBHA  WADHWA 24 233

DELHI (WEST)

 607448 213980592707/2013CHIRAAG  KHOSLA 24 234

JAIPUR

 607600 213980837309/2013AYUSHI  PATNI 24 235

JAIPUR

 608142 213980804109/2013CHARUL  KHANDELWAL 24 236

JAIPUR

 608467 213994118408/2013AISHWARYA  KACHHAWAHA 24 237

JODHPUR

 608866 213994360109/2013ANAND  SINGH 24 238

KANPUR

 609975 213980541106/2013BURHANUDDIN  BOHRA 24 239

UDAIPUR

 612430 213980775409/2013RUPESH  SINGH 24 240

GORAKHPUR

 612663 213980567206/2013RANJANA  SIRVI 24 241

PALI

 612896 312990399208/2012THOMAS  DOMNIC 24 242

BANGALORE

 613415 113980257109/2013TANUSHREE  DEORAH 24 243

BANGALORE

 613482 313991146409/2013MALLIKA  AHLUWALIA 24 244

BANGALORE

 613492 313990992608/2013APARNAA T 24 245

BANGALORE

 614502 313990936606/2013KHADEEJATH  SHABNA A T 24 246

ERNAKULAM

 614834 313990728401/2013SHRUTI  JAIN 24 247

HYDERABAD

 615226 313991148409/2013SUJITH S 24 248

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

 616173 413992520906/2013NANCY ATUL PATEL 24 249

AHMEDABAD

 616526 413980251906/2013NOOPUR  DEDHIA 24 250

VADODARA

 616580 413992710708/2013SACHIN  DAGAR 24 251

BHOPAL
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 616607 413992711208/2013VAISHNAVI  SHARMA 24 252

BHOPAL

 616660 413992828109/2013ANSHU  SACHDEVA 24 253

BHOPAL

 618467 413992755009/2013AASHISH KAMLESH SHARMA 24 254

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 618609 413980310308/2013ASHWINI GANESH IYER 24 255

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 620532 413992789409/2013POOJA KISHANLAL SHARMA 24 256

PUNE

 620651 413992403305/2013VIDYA SUBHASH SHINDE 24 257

PUNE

 620783 413992765509/2013SALONI ANIL SAMANI 24 258

RAJKOT

 620831 413992498107/2013JYOTI GOVINDBHAI MANGLANI 24 259

RAJKOT

 621195 113980255709/2013ALKA  BHAGAT 24 260

RAIPUR

 621915 413992544407/2013SHEETAL PARABHAKAR JOSHI 24 261

THANE

 622561 413980313308/2013PRIYANKA  JAIN 24 262

JABALPUR

 622668 413980324208/2013EKTA  SINGH 24 263

JABALPUR

 600277 113980174407/2013PRIYANKA  TAMULEY 25 264

GUWAHATI

 602347 213994057108/2013AYUSH  CHHABRA 25 265

AGRA

 604042 213993836306/2013ASHISH  AGGARWAL 25 266

DELHI (NORTH)

 604862 213994067508/2013AKANSHA  DAMANI 25 267

DELHI (NORTH)

 604970 213980865809/2013TANISHA  GUPTA 25 268

DELHI (SOUTH)

 605020 213994184109/2013ROHAN  JAITLY 25 269

DELHI (SOUTH)

 606044 213994094208/2013ANKIT  JINDAL 25 270

DELHI (WEST)

 608569 213980665708/2013ANJALI  GANDHI 25 271

JODHPUR

 608784 213994109208/2013DEVARSHI  BAJPAI 25 272

KANPUR

 609118 213993997607/2013APRAJITA  SINGH 25 273

LUCKNOW

 609370 213993663104/2013PALAK  JAIN 25 274

LUDHIANA
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 609439 213994021408/2013BHAGO  KAUR 25 275

LUDHIANA

 610031 213993795404/2013SAKINA  NAWAB 25 276

UDAIPUR

 610530 213980669308/2013PRADEEP  SEN 25 277

BHILWARA

 611325 213994189009/2013SUSHMITA  SHARMA 25 278

VARANASI

 612365 213980520305/2013ARPITA  PANDEY 25 279

GORAKHPUR

 612407 213980569006/2013SRISHTI  SINGH 25 280

GORAKHPUR

 614189 313980068408/2013ASTHA  SINHA 25 281

CHENNAI

 615302 313980069509/2013JAYATA  BETALA 25 282

HUBLI-DHARWAD

 615560 312990503508/2012SUMAILATH A 25 283

SALEM

 615614 313980057007/2013SYAMSANKAR  K. 25 284

KOTTAYAM

 616169 413980324608/2013KRISHNA ATULBHAI ADHYARU 25 285

AHMEDABAD

 616538 413980291407/2013SAKINA TALIB HUSAIN LOKHANDWALA 25 286

VADODARA

 616895 413992807909/2013PARAG ASHOK GOYAL 25 287

INDORE

 618551 413992499607/2013NEHA BHARAT GANDHI 25 288

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 618903 413992527307/2013TULSI RAJESH MEHTA 25 289

MUMBAI-III (JOG.)

 620343 413992637608/2013KRINJAL VINODRAI SINGH 25 290

PUNE

 620355 413992641208/2013NEELAM ANANT PARAB 25 291

PUNE

 620526 413992509807/2013POOJA NITIN LALWANI 25 292

PUNE

 621473 413992506507/2013PEDIWAL NIKITA KANHIYALAL 25 293

SURAT

Disclaimer: The Merit Position given above was correct at the time of release of results by the 

Institute subject to the provisions of Regulations, 46(2) of the Company Secretaries Regulation, 

1982, as in force, and the Institute does not accept responsibility for any subsequent error/s or 

omission/s due to technical snag in transmission or downloading by the user.
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STATUS OF APPLICABILITY OF VARIOUS TRAINING TO THE STUDENTS

Type of Training Duration of training Earlier Training Structure Modified Training Structure
(Applicable to students (Applicable to students registered in
registered in CS Executive CS Executive Programme on or after
Programme on or before 01.04.14 )
31.03.14 )

Computer Training Seventy Hours Not Applicable Not Applicable

Student Induction Seven days Not Applicable Not Applicable
Programme (SIP) (to be undergone after

taking registration in
Executive Programme )

Executive Develop- Eight days Applicable Not Applicable
ment Programme (to be undergone after
(EDP) passing examinations of

Executive Programme )

Long term internship - Fifteen months (after passing Three years on registration to Executive
with specified Executive Programme) Programme
entities Or

Two years after passing the Executive
Programme
Or
One Year after passing the Professional
Programme

Professional Deve- Twenty five hours Applicable Not Applicable
lopment Programme
(PDP)

Training with  Fifteen days Applicable Not Applicable
specialized agency (to be undergone after

passing examination
of Professional Pro-
gramme )

Management Skills Fifteen days Applicable Applicable
Orientation
Programme (MSOP)

Note :Any student registered in Executive programme on or before 31.03.14, is eligible for undergoing training as per
earlier training structure. But if he/she wishes, he/she can switch over to modified training structure also. Switchover form
is available at institute’s website www.icsi.edu. But it is clarified that student opting for switchover from earlier training
structure to modified training structure will not get any credit or exemption for any period of training completed by them
under the old scheme, i.e. student will not get any exemption for that duration under the modified training scheme. The
modified training scheme starts afresh.

For any further clarification, please send e-mail at training@icsi.edu
or call to institute’s helpline no. 011-33132333

(Monday  - Friday: from 7 AM to 11 PM and Saturday: 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM)
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Attention: Students

CORPORATE COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATE FOR STUDENTS

The Institute launched the ‘Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate’ in terms of Chapter IVA (Regulation 28A & 28B)
of the Company Secretaries Regulations, 1982 on 4th October, 2013.

ELIGIBILITY FOR AWARD OF CORPORATE COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATE

A person who –  

— is currently registered as a student of the Company Secretaryship course of the Institute;

— has completed at least one group of the Intermediate/Executive Programme Examination of the Company Secre-
taryship Course, and

— has completed a training of Six months under Regulation 28A  of the Company Secretaries Regulations, 1982,
which may include skill oriented practical /class room training for two weeks.

PROCEDURE

An eligible student may apply for award of Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate by submitting an
application in specified format (available on the website of the Institute www.icsi.edu ), after making payment of a fee
of Rs. 2000 (two thousand only), either in cash (at counters of the Institute across the county) or by way of Demand
Draft in favour of ‘The Institute of Company Secretaries of India’ payable at New Delhi.

STATUS OF HOLDER OF CORPORATE COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATE

— The student who is awarded Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate of the Institute shall be entitled to use
the descriptive letters “Corporate Compliance Executive”.

— The grant of Certificate of Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate shall not confer on the Corporate
Compliance Executive the rights of a member, nor entitle him to claim membership of the Institute.

VALIDITY OF CERTIFICATE

— The Corporate Compliance Executive certificate is valid for a period of three years (financial years) and is renew-
able on completion of four Programme Credit Hours (PCH) and payment of requisite fee as the Council may
determine from time to time.

OTHER DETAILS

— The student shall have to complete the course of Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate including the
training requirements within the registration period.

— The student having awarded the Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate may continue to pursue the regular
Company Secretaryship course if he so desires.

— Except to the extent provided in this Chapter IVA (Regulations 28A & 28B) of the Company Secretaries Regula-
tions, 1982 or as decided by the Council from time to time, regulations in Chapter IV and VI relating to ‘Regis-
tered Students’ and ‘Examinations’ shall mutatis-mutandis apply to the ‘Corporate Compliance Executive Certifi-
cate Course’.

— A student after having awarded the Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate shall secure four Programme
Credit Hours (PCH) for renewal of Corporate Compliance Executive Certificate.

— There shall be no exemption from training.

Brochure and application form are available at CCEC section on website of the Institute www.icsi.edu. For
queries please write at ccec@icsi.edu or contact on phone number 011-45341049.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

ONLINE ENGLISH LEARNING PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS

The Institute has launched a multi-vendor Online English Learning Programme on 25th July, 2014 to
upgrade the English skills of the students of the Institute at affordable rates. Presently, four vendors are
associated with this programme.

Online English Learning Programme is voluntary for the students. Students may subscribe to any Online
English Learning Programme at their option.

Subscription charges for one year

Gurukulonline Learning Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Rs. 3000/- inclusive of taxes
Globarena Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Rs.  600/- plus taxes
Visionet Info Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Rs.  599/- inclusive of taxes
Pearson Talentens Rs. 3000/- inclusive of taxes

The Institute has also arranged 7 days trial version of Online English Learning Programme for the
students. A student may subscribe to Online English Learning Programme with or without using the
trial version with any of the vendors.

Students are requested to subscribe for any Online English Learning Programme at their option. Please
visit the link http://www.icsi.edu/OnlineEnglishLearningProgramme.aspx for the Online English
Learning Programme.
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EIRC

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR ORAL TUITION CLASSES

“The institute where you enroll for conversion from a Student to Professional is the best place to have
the coaching and guidance for such transformation”.

ICSI-EIRC conducts its own Oral Tuition Classes at ICSI-EIRC House, 3A Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata-70019
throughout the year for guiding the students of CS Course for June and December Examinations.

The classes not only provide quality education through interactive sessions with Expert Faculties of respective
papers but also  conduct one is to one assessment through model test following pattern of question to be framed
in forthcoming Examinations.

In addition, these classes also provide a Student academic support to solve doubts giving access to Air-conditioned
e-Library and providing ALL RELEVANT BOOKS for each paper.

How to enroll at Institute’s own Coaching ?

 The classes are generally conducted as per following schedule:

For June 2015 Examination (Morning Batches):

Programme Batch Session Timings Duration
( Approx )

Foundation (New Syllabus) December- Noon 1.30 PM to 4.30 PM 4 months
January Monday to Thursday

Executive (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45 AM
Module-I  January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) 5 months

Executive (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45 AM 5 months
Module-II January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)

Professional  (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45 AM 5 months
Module-I January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45AM 5 months
Module-II January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45 AM 5 months
Module-III Excluding Electives  January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Morning 7.30 AM to 11.45AM 2 months
Module-III (Any one January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)
Specialized Elective Paper)
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For June 2015 Examination (Evening Batches):

Programme Batch Session Timings Duration
( Approx )

Foundation (New Syllabus) December- Noon 1.30 PM to 4.30 PM 4 months
January Monday to Thursday

Executive (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM
Module-I January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) 5 months

Executive (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM 5 months
Module-II January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)

Professional  (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM 5 months
Module-I January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM 5 months
Module-II January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM 5 months
Module-III Excluding Electives  January (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

Professional (New Syllabus) December- Evening 4.30 PM to 8.30 PM 2 months
Module-III (Any one January (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday)
Specialized Elective Paper)

Fees Structure of Oral Coaching at Institute:

Keeping in mind the affordability of Tuition Classes to the entire Student Community the fees Structure is framed at the
following rates:

Programme Amount Amount Amount

Foundation (New Syllabus) Rs. 2600/-

Executive (New Syllabus) Rs. 3650/- Rs.7100/-
Module-I (for both Modules)

Executive (New Syllabus)
Module-II Rs. 3650/-

Professional  (New Syllabus) Rs. 4000/- Rs.7500/- Rs. 14,000/-
Module-I (for any two Modules) (for all Modules except

Elective paper)
Professional (New Syllabus) Rs. 4000/-

Module-II

Professional (New Syllabus) Rs. 4000/-
Module-III Excluding Electives

Professional (New Syllabus) Rs. 2500/-
Module-III (Any one  Specialized

Elective Paper)
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ADMISSION OPEN

Registration will be done on first come first serve on payment basis only.

To know further information about Classes:

For further information, if any, regarding Oral Classes the students and parents may avail any
one of the following potions:

— Personally contact at the Student Services, Eastern India Regional Office, ICSI-EIRC House,
3A Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata-700019

— Contact over Phone at 033-22832973 / 22901065 / 22816541 / 22816542/ 22902178-
79.

— E-Mail: to Shri Utpal Mukherjee, Deputy Director at utpal.mukherjee@icsi.edu or Dr. Tapas
Kumar Roy, Assistant Director, at: tapas.roy@icsi.edu.
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EIRC

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
Eastern India Regional Office

SPECIAL ORAL TUITION CLASSES ON “BANKING LAWS AND PRACTICE”FOR THE
STUDENTS OF PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME (NEW SYLLABUS) AVAILING PAPER (9.1)

AS ELECTIVE IN JUNE, 2015 CS EXAMINATION.

BATCH COMMENCING FROM:
February, 2015

TIMINGS
11.00 AM to 2.00 PM,

(Tuesday, Friday, Saturday)

FEES
Rs. 2,500/-

VENUE
ICSI –EIRC House,

3A, Ahiripukur 1st Lane

Kolkata-700019.

ADMISSION OPEN
Registration will be done on first come first serve on payment basis only.

CONTACT DETAILS
Student Services at ICSI-EIRO, ICSI-EIRC House, 3A, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata-700019, Tele-

phone No. 033-22832973 / 22901065 / 22816541 / 22816542/ 22902178-79.

E-mail to Shri Utpal Mukherjee, Deputy Director at Utpal.mukherjee@icsi.edu or

Dr. Tapas Kumar Roy, Assistant Director at tapas.roy@icsi.edu
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Mission

To develop high calibre professionals facilitating 
good corporate governance

Vision
To be global leader in promoting good 
corporate governance

Editorial TEditorial TEditorial TEditorial TEditorial Teameameameameam
Sonia Baijal, Director

A K Sil, Joint Director

Dr. Rahul Chandra, Joint Director

For views/sugestions/feedback please write to : academics@icsi.edu

ICSI Vision & Mission
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Disclaimer :

Although due care and diligence have been taken in preparation and uploading this
E-bulletin, the Institute shall not be responsible for any loss or damage, resulting
from any action taken on the basis of the contents of this e-bulletin. Any one wishing
to act on the basis of the material contained herein should do so after cross checking
with the original source.

Disclaimer & Copyright

© The Institute of Company Secretaries of India.

All rights reserved. No part of this Bulletin may be translated or copied in any form
or by any means without the prior written permission of The Institute of Company
Secretaries of India.
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